
As a practical matter, your immediate job may require you to use only the figure style. How-
ever, your next job may call for the use of the word style. And if you are working and going
to school at the same time (as more and more people are these days), you may find yourself
following one style for office work and another for your academic work. Under these circum-
stances, if you grasp the basic difference between using words and figures to express
numbers, you will be better able to decide how to proceed in specific situations without having
to consult a style manual each time. In any case, keep the following ideas in mind:

1. There are no absolute rights and wrongs in number style—only varying sets of stylistic
conventions that people follow in one set of circumstances or another. There are, however,
effective differences in using words or figures, and you should take these differences into
account.

2. Before deciding on which number style to follow for a given piece of writing, first
determine the basic objective of the material. If the material is intended to communicate
information as simply and as briefly as possible, use the figure style. If the material is of a
formal nature or aspires to a certain level of literary elegance, use the word style. 

3. Having decided on a basic style, be consistent in context. When related numbers occur to-
gether in the same context and according to the rules some should go in figures and some
should go in words, treat these related numbers all the same way. 

4. Treat an approximate number exactly the same way you would treat an exact number. If
you would write 50 orders, then you should also write about 50 orders. (If the figure 50
looks too emphatic to you when used in an approximation, the chances are that you should
be using the word style—and not just for approximate numbers but throughout.)

5. In areas where the style could go either way (for example, the 4th of June vs. the fourth of
June or 9 o’clock vs. nine o’clock), decide in accordance with your basic style. Thus if you
are following the figure style, you will automatically choose the 4th of June and 9 o’clock.

6. In expressions involving ages, periods of time, and measurements, use figures whenever
these numbers have technical significance or serve as measurements or deserve special
emphasis; otherwise, use words. (For example, you receive these benefits at 65, the note will
be due in 3 months, the parcel weighs over 2 pounds; but my father will be sixty-five next week,
that happened three months ago, I hope to lose another two pounds this week.)

7. Use figures in dates (June 6) and in expressions of money ($6) except for reasons of
formality or special effect (as in the wedding announcement or the Tiffany ad). Also use fig-
ures with abbreviations and symbols and in percentages, proportions, ratios, and scores.

8. Use words for numbers at the beginning of a sentence, for most ordinals (the third time, the
twentieth anniversary), and for fractions standing alone (one-third of our sales).

All manuals of style (including this one) include many more than eight rules. They give excep-
tions and fine points beyond those just summarized. Yet for all practical purposes these eight
rules—and the philosophy that underlies them—will cover almost every common situation.
Just remember that the conventions of number style were meant to be applied, not as an abso-
lute set of dogmas, but as a flexible set of principles that help to fit the form to the occasion.
When manipulated with intelligence and taste, these principles of style can enhance and
support your broader purposes in writing.

➠ For a further discussion of number style, see Section 4, pages 137–166.
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